The Spectrum Division of Timber Products Company is an industry leader in developing and manufacturing value-added specialty products in direct response to customer requests.

Spectrum offers a wide array of products and services to help you make the most of your time, money and resources.
The Spectrum Division takes full advantage of Timber Products Company’s vast manufacturing resources to offer customers wood panel products that are engineered to specific needs and applications.

**CustomCuts**
Spectrum utilizes numerous machining centers and state-of-the-art equipment to provide cost-effective access to a full range of manufacturing and re-manufacturing capabilities, including drawer sides and shelving programs.

**Designer Series**
Textured melamine panels are available in hundreds of colors and patterns to complement any design project. In addition, Spectrum offers a full range of thermal-fused melamine panels. From the traditional and understated, to the modern and bold, these panels deliver the perfect look.

**Architectural Hardwood Plywood**
The Architectural Series offers high-end hardwood plywood panels in both domestic and exotic veneers, adding depth, warmth and style to any project.

**Roll Laminates**
Spectrum offers roll laminates that provide a durable, cost-effective panel. All decorative laminate panels are available with No Added Formaldehyde (NAF) and No Added Urea Formaldehyde (NAUF). FSC® Chain of Custody certification is also available.

**More colors. More options. More possibilities.**

---

**Timber Products Company** is one of the nation’s largest and most respected manufacturers of a comprehensive range of wood products. As an independently owned, fully integrated company with dedicated manufacturing facilities in both the western and eastern United States, we provide immediate access to a tremendous selection of products and services. We’ve implemented new technologies to make our operations more efficient and our products more cost-effective. We can respond to your needs faster, with greater flexibility and with an absolute assurance of quality.

That’s a tremendous resource for any business.
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**Company Divisions**
- Hardwood Plywood
- Component Solutions
- Decorative Panels
- Particleboard
- Hardwood Lumber
- Hardwood Veneer
- Softwood Veneer
- Softwood Plywood
- Forestlands
- TP Trucking
- Timber Products Global

---

**Springfield, OR**
1-800-547-9520

**Germantown, TN**
1-800-477-6195
timberproducts.com